
Travel behaviour

Australians want to work from
home more post-COVID

Sep 2020. More Australians want to work

from home an average of two days per

week after the COVID-19 pandemic,

according to a survey by the University of

Sydney Business School. 75% of workers

think employers will support future work

from home plans. Read more ...

Cycling

Separated bike lanes to run
through Brisbane's CBD

Sep 2020. New separated bike lanes will

run through the heart of Brisbane's CBD by

the end of the year for a 12-month trial,

with some on-street parking, loading zones

and taxi zones removed or relocated to

make way. Read more ...
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Sep 2020. On-road emissions, a dominant

source of urban air pollution, damage

human health. Emissions increase air

pollution intake (and damage health) of

travellers (internal costs), and of travellers

(external costs). Published in

Transportation Research Record. Read

more .... Read more ...

transport safety outcomes

Sep 2020. At present, road safety co-

bene�ts are often left out  for non-road

safety projects, due to complexity,

uncertainties, risks and resource pressures.

This report recommends several practical

measures that could be implemented to

improve the likelihood of road safety co-

bene�ts being included. NZTA. Download

report 

Cycling

What is the future of pop-up
cycleways?

Sep 2020. The proliferation of pop-up

cycleways to address pandemic concerns is

presenting an opportunity to reimagine,

not just how we travel, but “the kind of

cities we want to live in for the future”,

according to researchers Drs Crane and

Standen. Read more ...

Freight

Productivity Commission
releases transport reform results

Apr 2020. The Australian Government

asked the Productivity Commission to

assess the economic impact of reforms to

transport regulation agreed to COAG in

2008-09. Those reforms relate to heavy

vehicle safety and productivity, rail safety

and maritime safety. While gains have been

made, the forecasts were optimistic and

have not been achieved. Road access for

larger, more ef�cient trucks has improved,

but signi�cant bottlenecks remain on some

major freight corridors. There are

signi�cant opportunities to further

promote safety and productivity Read

more ...
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Evaluation

Better measurement of the costs
and bene�ts of resilience

Sep 2020. The study describes the different

techniques and methods that can be used

to assess resilience in transport schemes

and projects. The study will help to better

assess resilience in transport schemes and

projects and improve decision making.

NZTA. Read more ...

Research. Travel behaviour

Accessibility or Innovation?
Store Shopping Trips versus
Online Shopping

Dec 2018. The increasing penetration of

online shopping will have major effects on

physical stores. And the question is: In

which areas will consumers replace most

physical shopping with online shopping?

Two apparently competing hypotheses

were tested: the diffusion of innovation

hypothesis, suggesting openness to new

technologies; and the ef�ciency

hypothesis, suggesting accessibility gains.

Published in Transportation Research

Record. Read more ...

Road safety

Highways England trials
in�atable safety barrier for
workzones

Oct 2020. An in�atable safety barrier, that

can be put up in a matter of minutes, is

being trialled on workzones in the

Midlands, England, to help protect road

workers. Read more ...

Transport planning

Transport impacts on wellbeing
and liveability

Sep 2020. Maximum wellbeing bene�ts will

be achieved by ensuring that everyone has

access to high quality, low-carbon,

transport systems that promote health and

social connection and generate high levels

of travel satisfaction. The built

environment, especially urban density, has
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a signi�cant impact on the viability of

active and public transport systems.

NZTA. Read more ...

Transport Planning. Freight

Design and Access Management
Guidelines for Truck Routes

Oct 2020. Most laws, ordinances, and rules

concerning truck routes are established for

through trucks; however, trucks with local

origins or destinations may use other roads

and streets to travel to and from the

established truck routes. The Guide helps

transport agencies establish appropriate

methods of choosing truck routes to

ensure that the selected roads and streets

are suitable for truck travel but do not

decrease ef�ciency by taking trucks too far

out of their way or increase crash risk by

increasing travel distance too much. TRB

NCHRP 943.  Read more ...

Rail freight

Economic appraisal of freight rail
initiatives

Oct 2020. ATAP consultation draft. This

mode speci�c freight rail guidance

provides methodologies and parameter

values for the economic appraisal of

freight rail initiatives in urban and inter-

urban areas. Read more ...
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Future vehicles and technology

Virgin Hyperloop to test its
futuristic transport system

Oct 2020. Virgin Hyperloop One

announced its plan to build a $500 million

certi�cation centre to advance its vision of

the future of high-speed transportation in

West Virginia as a locus for testing,

developing, and validating the technology

that underpins the still-theoretical

hyperloop system.  Read more ...

Future vehicles and technology. Freight

Driverless vehicles for
autonomous freight hauling

Oct 2020. Einride, the Swedish

autonomous trucking startup, unveiled a

new vehicle type Autonomous Electric

Transport, that the company hopes to have

on the road delivering freight starting in

2021. They come without steering wheels,

pedals, windshields, and, in general, no cab

at all. Read more ...

Learn Decision Making Skills

This free eBook will teach you tactics that

you can apply to your professional

practice. You will learn how to master your

Free course on Project
Foundations

Much of a professional's work involves

delivering projects. Setting up the

foundation is key to success - whether a

planning project or business case or a

delivery project
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Phil Charles, Transport Futures Institute
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mindset and apply seven decision making

strategies.
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